Call for Applications
IM Division Doctoral Student Consortium 2011

APPLICATION DEADLINE: April 15, 2011

Andrew Spicer
IM Division Doctoral Student Consortium Chair

The International Management Division will hold a Doctoral Student Consortium at the forthcoming Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management in San Antonio, Texas from 8.30am to 5.30pm on Saturday, August 13, 2011.

This doctoral consortium is for advanced doctoral students interested in international management research and who have already made substantial advances in their dissertation. The consortium will provide opportunities for structured discussion and informal interaction between doctoral students and faculty panelists on research, publishing, and career development. Concurrent sessions will be devoted to thesis development where participants will have the opportunity to present and discuss their dissertation research with faculty members. The IM Division doctoral consortium emphasizes providing feedback on dissertations in progress.

The doctoral consortium is being organized by Andrew Spicer (University of South Carolina, USA). The distinguished faculty panelists include:
- Paul Almeida (Georgetown University, USA)
- Jay Anand (Ohio State University, USA)
- Nicole Biggart (University of California, Davis, USA)
- Mary Yoko Brannen (INSEAD, France and San Jose State University, USA)
- Rafael Corredoira (University of Maryland, USA)
- Carl Fey (Nottingham University Business School, China)
- Srividya Jandhyala (George Washington University, USA)
- Ilya Okhmatovskiy (McGill University, Canada)
- Jone Pearce (University of California, Irvine, USA)
- Jordan Siegel (Harvard Business School, USA)
- Roberto Vassolo (IAE Business School, Argentina)

At the end of the consortium, there will be a “Meet the Editors” session to meet the editors of leading journals in management. This will be held jointly with the IM Division Junior Faculty Consortium.

Interested students should send an application including a nomination letter from their thesis advisor with information on their dissertation progress, a one page CV, and a brief description of their dissertation. The description of the dissertation should be no longer than two pages: one page of text in length (12 point font), plus one page maximum for figures, tables or key references. Priority will be given to students whose dissertation topic is clearly defined and whose dissertation is well in progress. However, graduating doctoral students who have accepted a faculty position by April 15 should apply for the Junior Faculty Consortium instead.

The deadline for applications is April 15, 2011. Send the above stated material to imdc2011@moore.sc.edu with the message header “IM consortium application”. Specific questions about the consortium can also be sent to imdc2011@moore.sc.edu.